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Abstract— Formerly cleaning robot took more battery          

consumption due to path followed by robot. They used to 

take more working time due to more number of turns in their 

path for cleaning which leads in increased battery 

consumption. To overcome these drawbacks we worked on 

various paths which are efficient in terms of time 

consumption, battery consumption as well as easy terms of 

actually executing in terms of program. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An autonomous robot is design for clean home or 

organisation. System is classified in three part: electrical, 

software and mechanical .Arduino microcontroller, sensors 

and motors are the electrical and mechanical subsystems 

respectively and the Arduino programmed microcontroller is 

the brain of the system. The cleaning robot uses optical 

sensor which is opto-coupler. The vacuum cleaner is 

connected to suck the dust and water pump is used to suck 

wet debris. One of the basic requirements at household or 

organisation is cleaning which is an iterative process and 

required on daily basis consuming both time and energy. 

Autonomous Cleaning Robot is a method to make cleaning 

fast and time joint work to give comfortable to the human. 

Algorithm of working is, first Area of floor is calculated 

than its geometry is provided to microcontroller in form of 

program through IDE after this it perform task 

automatically. Battery status is given by different colour of 

LED. If battery level goes to critical level than it goes to 

charging point to automatically charge itself. 

II. WORKING 

This robot control by Arduino UNO R3 in which 

dimensions of given working area is pre-determined. At 

front of robot rolling brush is placed which clean the dust 

and move it toward the vacuum cleaner and this dust is suck 

by it, which is thrown in dust tank. And after this water 

spray unit is placed which spray antibacterial water and 

viper is connected to direct the flow of water towards the 

light duty water pump which collected in to tank. The whole 

unit is supported by two   rear wheel and dummy wheel at 

front side. Optical sensor (Rotary encoder) calculates the 

path and sends data to Arduino microcontroller to check pre-

determined path. Complete robot is powered by Li-ion 

battery.   

III. PATH FOR AUTONOMOUS FLOOR CLEANER 

There is random path can be followed by robot. It is 

observed that Power and time efficiency varies for different 

path. So we have studied that different parameter which 

affect power and time efficiency. We observed that the turn 

taken by robot in the path and surface smoothness varies the 

power but any house and organisation tiles are used. So we 

have concentrate on turning involved in given path. We 

selected three paths on the basis of our geometry of robot. 

A. Zigzag Path 

Zigzag is a rectangular pattern kind pattern. The robot starts 

from one corner and moves at a constant velocity until it 

reaches the boundary in zigzag manner as shown in Figure 

2.  

As it has less number of turns and more number 

of straight lines, hence its efficiency is more. It is also more 

efficient for small area like flats in a building, classroom in 

school, etc. 

 
Fig. 1: Zigzag Path 

B. Joint Square Spiral Path: 

This is a combination of square spiral path and rectangular 

path obtained to overcome deficiencies in both the path. 

This path is derived to decrease total time and energy taken 

by mo, but we found that we can make it more efficient by 

reducing number of turns and derived 3 way path. 

 
Fig. 2: Joint square spiral path 

C. Square Spiral Path: 

Square spiral is obtained from spiral path. It is efficient as it 

covers distance in less time but it has maximum number of 

turns which leads to consume large battery power as motor 

consumes large current from supply while turning. Also, 

while turning it is necessary to accelerate and deaccelerate 

the floor cleaner hence it consumes more battery. 

 
Fig. 2: Square Spiral Path 

IV. CALCULATIONS FOR EFFICIENCY 

Assuming a floor cleaner of 60×120feet and linear speed of 

floor cleaner 0.3 m/s, 60Ah battery is used for supplying 

power to the floor cleaner, the following values were 

obtained, 

Path Type Distance(feet) Time(hrs) 
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Zig-Zag Path 11155.2 10.328 

Square Spiral Path 10972.6 10.159 

Joint Square Spiral Path 11063.9 10.244 

Table 1: Calculations 

According to calculations obtained square spiral is 

the most efficient path as it covers the distance in minimum 

time. Rectangular Path is time consuming as it takes 

maximum time to cover the distance. Joint square spiral 

path, derived to obtain better efficiency takes time more 

than square spiral. 3 Way Path consumes intermediate time. 

But this does not take account for energy drawn in each path 

which we consider important objective for getting optimum 

path. To determine energy efficient path we have assumed,  

Voltage = 12V 

Current = 1Amp for each turn,  

Power consumed = V × I,  

Battery Working Hours =
60(Ampere−hour)

Current drawn  propotional
𝑡𝑜 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑠(𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑒)

 

Path  

Type 

No 

of Turns 

Current 

(Amp) 

Battery 

working 

Hour 

Zig-zag  

Path 
46 46 1.304 

Square 

spiral path 
92 92 0.652 

Joint square 

spiral path 
69 69 0.869 

Table 2: Calculations 

Now considering the number of turns in each path 

and assuming the current consumed for each turn same we 

got above results. This clearly shows that even though 

square spiral path is efficient in terms of time required to 

mow the floor cleaner it takes more battery energy and 

hence drains battery faster because of increase in number of 

turns. Similarly we obtained the results for other paths and it 

seems quite obvious that path which we derived named 3 

way path having lesser number of turns have increased 

battery hour time and can be considered as most energy 

efficient path. Even it takes intermediate time to mow the 

floor cleaner thereby we have chosen this path for our 

Arduino Controlled Floor cleaner Project. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Several related works has been studied in order to gain idea 

on how to build an automatic floor cleaner most research is 

on the robot path planning using variety technique. All the 

technique used are mainly aim for the shortest path, 

consume less energy and covers more area but the most 

efficient obtained is Zig-zag path. 
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